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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pedro Crespo Refoyo has contributed to the dictionary with 576 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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soberanista
sovereignty it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Soberanista." being its meaning:<br>Be a supporter of the
monarchy as a system of Government. As the King is sovereign, cde there its derived lexicon.

sobranceiras
sobranceiras is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SOBRANCERA" as meaning:<br>Name or adjective.
According to the context. It is a little-known, almost metaphorical term. We could translate it as surplus, of which too
much, who does nothing. Take your original 34 lexeme; overrun " -c-, infix and suffix derivative " - er - " more
elmmorfema gender:-o,-a.Acaso, add, by assimilation with the antithetical term, " 34 bracero; pawn, gañán, which works
with the arms; current use, not long ago, on all ennla agricultural tasks.

sobrepreciado
OVERPRECIATED Adjective, masculine, singular.  Say something, a product, thing or person that is valued above what
you really deserve.  This is, above its fair price.  It's a derived word.  Its etymology and lexical components are :
Envelope- , which means "superior" and lexema -preci- , "price" , plus the suffix -ad- and the gender morphem -o .  It is
preferable to use OVERRATED 

socioambiental
Socio-environmental Word composed of two lexemes: partner, relative to society, and environmental, which, in turn,
derives from environment, meaning "natural environment".  The meaning of the word compound refers to the events or
consequences derived from the urban, rural, mineral or aquatic environment to which it is subjected. 

sodem
They bother, they annoy, hinder anything, do not allow Act, cause.

sodem
They bother, they annoy, hinder anything, do not allow Act, cause.

sojuzgadla
subdue it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Subdue it." being its meaning:<br>It is a compound word:
transitive verb " subdue " and the personal pronoun of the third p.singular, f., " ". Infinitive more postponed pronoun. At
the same time, the verb comes from two Latin terms: a prefix, '' so '' below; and the lexeme '' judge '' dictate judgment,
verdict or sentence. Therefore, means to subdue it: submit it with force, subjugate it.

soltar globos al cielo
Releasing balloons to the sky is incorrectly written and should write is as "RELEASE BALLOONS to the SKY." being its
meaning:<br>Consistent action take a lot of balloons of a certain color, according to a reference, logo, Festival or
celebration and release them into the air to attest to an act.

sonar con carne cruda
Dream of raw meat is an adverbial phrase that describes an erotic dream in euphemistic way.  Rather than point out that
someone has dreamed someone erotically, carnally, outlined by this form of circumlocution.  Raw meat here has a clear
sexual connotation, alluding to the body of a man or woman alive, in pure leather.



soñar con consolador
dream of comforter is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Dream using a comforter." being its
meaning:<br>Female masturbation. Way of saying that someone imagines owned by another, while using an orthopedic
comforter.

soplanucas
soplanucas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Soplanucas." being its meaning:<br>Common, singular
name. It is said be active homosexual. It is said, by the position of this envelope that remains face down, whose neck is
in position next to the mouth of the first. Usase singular only.

spaghetti-wéstern
[ E] Spaghetti-wéstern Noun, singular male .  A term by which a type of film or film of the genre called, or known, is
called, such as the West or "cowboys", whose plot runs in the American West of the nineteenth century.  It is actually a
subgenre of the previous one, which receives such an appellative, shocking and hybrid, because it is filmed in the
Andalusian studies of Almería, southern Spain.  It takes the name of a double etymology : spaghetti by the Italian paste
and weestern of Western West Anglilicism.  The name arose from films directed by Italian director Sergio Leone.  And it
is the sum of the national origin of the director and the development of the history or genre of cinema, the American
West. 

spotters
spotters is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SUPORTER." being its meaning:<br>A supporter and organizer
of a team of football. It is a term of English origin; Thus anglicism and neologism. Nombre.m.sing.

stopaccidentes
Slogan of a campaign that has common end ending accidents, traffic or weapons. Name common m.sing.E S term
anglohispano: STOP ( high ) and " 34 accidents;.

subir al face
go to the face is incorrectly written and should write is as " GO TO THE FACE.  " being its meaning: is brand new and
complex term. Belongs to the orbit of the cyber. Is anglicism with adaptation to the Castilian. Term mixed. Angloespanol,
what I would call me.   Is action that consists in give to light, make public in the wall, page or place of each one in the
network, hang or CLIMB to the wall, i.e., to the page of Facebook a photo, several or a text and another image.   As the
English term is Facebook has been limited to its first part and, in addition, syncopated.

sueño con lluvia de metales en forma de monedas
It corresponds to the Greek mythology and a princess named Danae. She was the mother of Perseus, begotten on his
belly through a shower of gold in the form of coins that Dios Zeus poured over her by way of semen. She remained
locked up so that failed to comply with the prediction of the Oracle had predicted that a son of Danae matter to his
grandfather. Acrisius, that this was the name of the King of Argos, ordered to throw the mother and the son into the sea
in a wooden chest, in order to violate the gods. Poseidon (Neptune for the Romans) calmed the waters and both arrived
on an island and picked up by fisherman Dichos.Perseo is a great hero who killed Medusa and rescued Andromeda,
before killing his grandfather as the Oracle had predicted. Titian, among others, has collected his works the success of
Golden rain.

sumerios
Name Comun.m.pl.son the inhabitants of the ancient village called SUMERIA. It was a historical region of Middle East,
part of ancient MESOPOTAMIA, between the veterotestamentarios rivers Euphrates and Tigris, where according to the
book of Genesis, festive located the earthly paradise, where Sumerian civilization inhabited Adam and Eva.La is



regarded as the first main civilization of the humanidad.Cfr Mesopotamia.

sustantivos derivados
They are "derived substantives" those that are formed by the lexema plus prefixes and suffixes.

tajalapiz
tajalapiz is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TAJALAPIZ" as meaning:<br>Name Comun.m.es an instrument
of metal or plastic, with a sharp blade that is used to sharpen or sharpen wood, almost like the tip of graphite with pencil,
writes it as if the pen is new, as if it is the tip blunt or worn or broken.

tana
Tana is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tana." being its meaning:<br>Common Tana.Nombre, m.s.Dicese
of a precision scale for weighing cannabis or other drugs.

tanatoturismo
tanatoturismo is incorrectly written and should write it as "TANATOTURISMO." being its meaning:<br>Is neologism and
cultismo of use restricted. Word made. Name, m.E sta formed by the term Greek " THANATOS or Thanatos " '' death ''
and the gallicism " tour " travel, ride. Of where have tour or excursion by them cemeteries to see, comment the art
funeral, of them cemeteries or burial mounds.

tanatoturismo
Tanatologo does not, in our view, what says Horacio Caporaletti. In first place because not is that the word by which it
asks the meaning. In second place, because not appears above in the text box of ej. " " and, finally, " use the term
tanatologo which, I repeat, is not the one that concerns us, is strictly speaking person who is expert in death. Since " 34
logos; is treated, Word. Example, philologist: person who is a friend of the language, studying it. Biologist: scholar of the
40 LIFE; 41 BIOS. TANATOTURISMO is to travel and visit places of dead, of DEATH, Thanatos.

tangibles
tangible is incorrectly written and it should be written as "TANGIBLE" being its meaning:<br>Adjective. That it can be
played. 2. What is perceived by the real and empirical sentidos.3.Lo.

taxico
Toxic is adjective or noun, masculine and singular.  It is a substance that is poisonous or that can cause various types of
digestive disorders or other, even death.  2.  It is an adjective when it says that it is produced by the toxic substance .

te has columpiado
you've columpiado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "you swinging, swinging." being its
meaning:<br>Speech or verbal periphrasis that indicates that someone confused is to give an opinion. Err the criterion.
Use familiar and metaphorical.

telegestión
 Telemanagement Word composed of a prefix, tele- , which means "far" in its Greek etymological origin, and the lexema
-management, Latin cultism "gestio" , "gestionis", which, in turn, derives from "gestus", done, finished, concluding or
concluded, and the participle of Latin verb "gerere", do, carry out; in short, manage; as well as the suffix "-uncle", 'action
and effect'.  From where we get that term means, take an action without having to go or attend a particular place in
person.  Such management can be carried out through social networks or telephony. 



telendario
Telediario name common, masculine and singular. -Compound word with a cult Greek prefix, tele - which means 'far',
who, in turn, form the compound name television, whose meaning is "see what is away".  Therefore, without deleting the
common prefix, is added to television news, daily lexeme which means "every day", "every day"; in such a way that it
becomes the common name of daily news issued and seen on television.  If you wish, press not written, but issued
through image and sound media.

temperantia
temperantia is incorrectly written and should write it as "TEMPERANZA." being its meaning:<br>Name. f.Virtud which is
to be moderated or become ennlas customs and everyday life. OF THE lat.   " temperantia ".

tener a alguien presente
having someone present is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Be present to someone." being its
meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase of mode. It indicates that someone constantly remembers another person.

tener parienta
having missus is incorrectly written and should write is as " Have female relative.  " still his verbal significado:perifrasis.
Is used to indicate that a man is married. The " 34 missus; is the woman or wife.

tener un cacao
have a cocoa is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Have a mental cocoa.  " being its meaning: adverbial
phrase of mode. Family, have confused mind, unclear ideas, not knowing what to expect.

termofraguantes
The press are in network polymers that are composed of chains of union elementary.  All the press are resins.  They are
characterized because they forged or are burned without merge, thus thermoresistant.  They are not recyclable.  With
the heat acquiring rigidly and are very resistant to fire, although they lack of ductility and plasticity.  Varnishes are used
as insulation, such as bakelite.  .  .

tienda pequeña
A small shop is a commercial public establishment, where any particular gender or variety is sold.  Depending on the
type that is the business.  It may be physical, empirical, or virtual.  In any case, someone, a client, can purchase goods
or services in Exchange for money.  As normal is to be a place or not very large settlement, with its counter and your
dependent, weights and box to pay for the merchandise or service.

tirarse el pisto
pull is the Ratatouille is incorrectly written and should write is as "pull is THE RATATOUILLE." being its
meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase that indicates that someone is vain and cocky. That is more than what is or has done. It
is a metaphorical expression.

titulo oneroso
onerous title is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Valuable consideration" being its meaning:<br>It is
masculine term belonging to the field of law. And that supposed mutual benefits is among which they acquire and
transmit. I.e., both parties have to pay. For this reason it is burdensome, uncomfortable and heavy.

toca a rebato



touches to alarm is incorrectly written and should write is as "touch to alarm." being its meaning:<br>Call, call urgently to
residents of a village, to a group, family, etc.2.Su use comes unexpected alarms or the war in purity.

tolay
Tolai is an adjective whose use is collected even in the DRAE.  It has two meanings: 1.  Person with limited intellectual
and social capacity.  2.  It is said is who is clumsy, imbecile, idiot, bobo, fool or short entendederas.  Used as offensive
and derogatory insult who is heading, to indicate that it is not the "height" of the "ready", amounting to "normal", in
general the more tenement and alive among the young, in whose jargon is used this term, tolai.

torrenta
Torrentenombre common, masculine, singular.  In terms of geography is a natural stream which flows rapidly through
the mountains and, as a result, significant, curved slopes and appropriate revolts to the orography of the land and, due
to their speed of travel, causes no little erosion ore and drag to the same sand and other sediments.

torrondon
torrondon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TORONDON" as meaning:<br>Name Comun.m.arcaismo. It
comes from " Toronto " and it is, of course, an augmentative. It means bump. Swelling in the head usually, because of a
strong blow.

totoreci
totoreci is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TOTORECO" as meaning:<br>Adjetivo.m.persona drunk, drunk
and happy.

transpolados
Hmm adjective, masculine, plural.  It says travel a path that passes by a terrestrial pole or close to it.   The mentioned
lexeme takes the prefix trans - which means "the other side", "on", "by means of of".

traqueofita
traqueofita is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TRAQUEOFITA and TRAQUEOFITA" being its
meaning:<br>Scientific name, " Tracheophyta ". It is the name of the taxon which includes vascular plants or
TRAQUEOFITA. They are also known as " Tracheophyta ". They are organizations formed by plant cells possessing of
life in which alternate generations addition and esporofitica, the latter being the dominant fas.

trendsetter
Anglicism whose meaning is " initiator,-a fad or trend ".

trumpazo
trumpazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "WHACK." being its meaning:<br>Common name, strong
m.Golpe which is arrea you someone or is received by someone, usually with a stick or other forceful tapping tool. It is a
metaphorical term that comes from the elephant's trunk.

tumate
tumate is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tomato, tomato and tomato" being its meaning:<br>Name
common, male. Herbaceous plant of the genus '' Solanum '' originating from Central and South America. Brought to
Europe by Christopher Columbus in the 15th century, used as food in Mexico, c. 2500 years. Its name comes from the
nahuatl, " 34 tomatl.



tungiformes
tungiformes is incorrectly written and should be written as "FUNGIFORM papillae." being its meaning:<br>Fungiform
papillae. They are called thus by its fungus: bulky head and pedicel. They are the taste buds and disseminated by all the
language, especially in the apex or tip of the same. The reddish color is due to the blood supply.

turambu
turambu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TARUMBA" being its meaning:<br>Adjetivo.dicese who is dizzy,
confused or dazed, for having received a blow in the cabeza.2.En a figurative sense, is used when someone bothers
with noises, voices, music, etc.

turbulentas
Adjetivo.f.pl.1.Referido water or its flow: that it is in a State of great agitation and strength; 2. as to sew or historic
moment: confusingly, occurs with not a few disputes, disorders, demonstrations and other atropellos.3.Que is not clean
and transparent.

txori belar
Txori belar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TXORIBELAR" as meaning:<br>It is a Basque Word.
Common name. It means dwarf thistle.

txoria
txoria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TXORIA TXORI" being its meaning:<br>Word Basque or the
Basque language, whose meaning is '' 39 bird; or '' bird ''. Common name. He is known for wearing this same title a
Basque poem, whose author is Joxean Artze en1957. Mikel Laboa as musician in 1968. It has had several versions: is a
lyrical hymn to freedom.

ucronías
timelines is incorrectly written and it should be written as "UCHRONIA" being its meaning:<br>It is a parallel term, in its
etymology, with UTOPIA ( Tomás Moro ). If this comes from " moles " place; being its meaning it is not possible or is
there in '' no place '' UCHRONIA, ( 19th century, Charles Renouvier ) for his part, which refers, connel lexeme is " 34
kronos; at the time, that it cannot exist in any given time.

un mediador es lo mismo que un medium?
The mediator is an individual who makes or tries to bring two people in worldly matters or things. The medium, on the
other hand, is a person who is supposed to be endowed with paranormal, superhuman powers, that it can act between
the world visible, empirical and terrain, and the otherworldly or more there, as is that of the dead and spirits.

unanimes
unanimous is incorrectly written, and should be written as "UNANIMOUS." being its meaning:<br>Adjective, plural.
Neutral. It said are people who have an opinion, or think about religion, custom, policy, moral or hobby. They are unified
in the soul.

underboob
underboob is incorrectly written and should write it as "UNDERWOOD." being its meaning:<br>Name of a mythical
typewriter estadounidense.Comienzan manufactured in the 19TH century ( 41 1896; and reach its great prestige in the
20TH ( 1920-29 ). They continued manufacturing until 1980. Today are very pursued by collectors. Hanbsalido in many
films.



urea alta en sangre
high blood urea is incorrectly written and should be written as "UREA HIGH." being its meaning:<br>When urea is high
or elevated in blood is called URAEMIA. Also called " blood urea nitrogen. Urea.1. the urea in the blood occurs when the
kidneys have trouble reabsorbing the urea, which is a product of waste from the liver and delnresto of the body. Connun
see blood test detects the high level.

va a ser que si
Verbal periphrasis used to say. It is equivalent to the Yes, the affirmation adverb.

vacilio
vacilio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "HESITATION or BACILLUS" being its meaning:<br>The term
gives rise to a Homonymy. Coincidence, in this case of pronunciation. I hesitate belongs to the verb " HESITATION ":
plurisemico: 1. doubt, have incertidumbre.2.Moverse losing the equilibrio.3.Presumir something to others.
4.MEX.Central, fun, go clubbing, drunk. 5. take hair to someone. BACILLUS. Name m.Bacteria pole or rod-shaped:
elongated.

vascuencias
vascuencias is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Vascuencias." being its meaning:<br>Name common,
feminine and plural-actions or sayings of the Basques. Customs of this people, also beliefs.

vánitas
 VANITAS is a Latin cultism, which comes from the same term of the same name, whose meaning is vanity, pride,
excess admiration and feeling paid for by a person, in a high sense.  But the strict meaning of the term vanitas refers to
a type of paintings or other pictorial works, and sculptural art, related to death, the end of time, temporal fleetingness
and everything that criticizes the mundane and lacking in perpetuity.  It corresponds to the seventeenth century, known
as the Baroque.  In these paintings you see skulls, books, cetros, tiaras and other objects of power and wealth, such as
jewels, terrache spheres, as well as biblical quotations and animals related to death, such snakes, flies, rats, toads and
other scoundrels.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be still lifes, paintings or objects reminiscent of
temporal fleetingness, " , memento mori" , , , , ' , remember that you must die' , ), 

vena necrosada
The nominal phrase " vein necrotic "  ( adjective ) only refers to, in strictly speaking, if we are affiliated to varicose veins,
which, in turn, are veins swollen and painful for those who suffer from them. Sometimes patients ( more women than
men ) they must be subjected to treatments noninvasive to get rid of them. And, after such treatments, we found the
NECROTIC veins. Among them, to cite one, emphasizes the " Chemical sclerosis ". What is it? It's to inject a specific
dose of liquid esclorosante on varicose veins, thus allowing Necro ( kill ) poisonous walls and redirect the flow of blood
into veins with more health and better State.

venir a cuentos
come to tales is incorrectly written and it should be written as "COME to TALE." being its meaning:<br>Locution
adverbial so it indicates that something is designated or says because it is timely tell it, although there is talk of
something alien.

venirse arriba
come be up is incorrectly written and should write is as "come is up." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase of mode.
Is taurine origin term: when the Bull is grown in the punishment of sticks or flags. Used between people, means
overcome is, encourage is, take the road, the task, facing the adversity.



vida perdurable
Is a usage restricted to the religion. The world of beyond the grave for believers. Expires and fleeting life of the Earth, is
in not a few beliefs that only life " lasting " eternal, is it coming.

vivaqueo
I survival is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I SURVIVAL." being its meaning:<br>Name comun.m. Or
first-person present indicative form of the verb vivaquear.Como name: action or State spend the night at a camp in the
open air

vivir deportivamente
live sport is incorrectly written and should write is as "LIVE ATHLETICALLY." being its meaning:<br>Locution adverbial
that means living in a mode sound. With balanced and varied, while feeding completes, do not consume alcoholic
beverages, or tobacco or other substances harmful to health. And, likewise, do sport regularly and tours by mountain.

wisky
Alcoholic drink obtained from the distillation of fermented malt grains, such as wheat, rye or barley and maize and its last
aging in wood barrels, by the General white oak. Means " water of life ". Is native of Scotland or of Ireland, although is
manufacture in other places. Gradation alcoholic: between 40 to 62%.

y listo
and ready is incorrectly written and it should be written as "And READY." being its meaning:<br>Final part of a petrified
formula of our language. It is a wildcard: serves to put an end to something about what it is: eg.  " or take it or leave it;
and ready. EEquivale " ended 34.

y si no al tiempo
 And, if not, to the time Adverbial locution of time with nuance of doubt.  It means that the sender witnesses the
chronological step to ensure that what he indicates will be fulfilled.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be time will witness, time takes away and gives the reasons, it is a matter of waiting a while 

yeller
yeller is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yeller." being its meaning:<br>Verbo.Gritar.Comunicarse out loud. 
  It is an English word.

yuccie
Neologism. It is another of the kingdoms that form the triad of male styles of the second decade of the 21st century:
Yuccies, metroespirituales and the fitsers. Those, '' yuccies; 39, ( Young Urban Creative ) They offer identity as a cool,
minimalist look clean. They're interested in their creativity and talent, comfortable style are good cosmopolitan. They
tend to be entrepreneurs, to technology, dressed in the latest e imitate all of them actors, Robert Pattinson, Ryan
Reynolds, Ryan Gosling.

yuju
yuju is incorrectly written and should be written as "YUJUUU! or, simply, YUJU!"being its meaning:<br>Interjection.
Express satisfaction in great degree. A State of happy all by a pleasant surprise or get something very necessary, as for
example to pass a test. Although child expression, also used by the elderly.

yuve



Yuve is a linguistic corruption of an English term, YouTube, in which it has been simplified by ignorance and imitating a
sound outside our language.   YouTube proceeds, etymologically, from two Anglo-Saxon terms: You (you ) and Tube
(tube or channel, in the jargon of televisions).  So it literally means, you broadcast, your broadcast, your own TV
channel.  , your documentary creations.  .  .    .  In sum, it is a website (electronic, digital or cyberpage page) to share
videos uploaded by all kinds of users from the internet.  In other words, service where videos are stored.

zaconzotes
Name, m.pl.aumentativo " 34 stilts;. Long pillars of wood or other material, used to make people hold on them, by way of
shoes; so have the stilts wooden steps atop pa support foot, almost like straps for added security. Its use is scarce,
except folkloric festivities.

zatanizar
zatanizar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "DEMONIZING" being its meaning:<br>Verb, first conjugation,
transitive. Grant, grant or confer to something or to someone a character evil, Satanic, diabolical. That embodies the
demonic or satanic. In short, the wrong by antonomasia.

zeniy
It is a polysemous term. 1.Cenit ( or ZENIT ) in astronomy is the part of the celestial Vault located in the vertical
observador.2.zenit, stage name of Spanish rapper Juan González Moreno.3.ZENIT, manufactured by Russian and
Ucrania.4.ZENIT, old rocket satellite ruso.5.ZENIT, marks Soviet cameras and objectives fotograficos.6.zenit, football
team of Petersburgo, Rusia.7.AGENCIA ZENIT, international agency dedicated to the criteria and the Catholic Church.

zofrar
zofrar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Zofran" being its meaning:<br>Its own name. It is a drug used to
prevent nausea and vomiting that can cause both surgery and chemotherapy or radiation for cancer treatments. Its
generic name is ONDANSETRON.


